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Plastic jersey barriers are heavy duty, low density, water filled barriers utilized for short-term or
small jobs. They are   also less costly and do not need the added labor costs incurred with
installation as well as transport.

These barriers save time as well as money as they can effortlessly be moved from site to site
without the use of a crane or truck. They are re-usable as well as are perfect for construction sites,
controlling pedestrian traffic, natural disaster barricades, road projects plus security installations.
They give outstanding visibility to make sure that the work zones will be secure to pedestrians
and/or motorists.

The three most well-liked styles of the plastic jersey barrier includes -

Traditional - The traditional barriers have a standard height of 42 inches or 46 inches with two
diverse lengths, 72 inches and 96 inches. The most well-liked size is 42" x 24"x 96" and is
accessible in one of 7 standard colors as well as the custom colors. This traditional style gives
outstanding visibility and would produce simply minimum damage to most automobiles which comes
in contact with the barrier.

Lightweight Traditional - The lightweight barrier is a version of the standard height traditional version
with less weight. This style weighs just 100 pounds when unfilled. They are outstanding for urgent
situations which need a rapid grasp and go barrier. In an urgent situation, the lightweight barriers
perform extremely well. They are very sturdy, well-made and would guard pedestrians or traffic in a
bulk of natural disaster or security situations.

Low Height - Low height jersey plastic barricades range in height from twenty four inches to thirty
four inches. They measure 6, 8 or 10 feet in length and are as well accessible in one of 7 colors as
well as the custom colors..
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James - About Author:
For more information on a jersey barrier, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a jersey barriers!
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